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Background: The accurate evaluation of muscle mass by a noneinvasive and easy method is the first step
to help prevent falling events in elderly people.
Methods: To develop greater predictive accuracy and precision in the measurement of body composition
in lower limbs by bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA), the Back Propagation Artificial Neural Network
(BPeANN) was used to calculate predictive results and was compared with data from dualeenergy Xeray
absorptiometry (DXA) in 22 male and 16 female elderly people in Taiwan. Fatefree mass (FFM), tissue
weight, and fat mass (FM) of the lower limbs were directly measured by DXA, and the BIA values (Z) of
left side hand to right side foot in the standing position were measured by BIA. The parameters of height,
weight, age, gender and BIA values were combined to create the BPeANN mathematical model, which
was developed to predict the FFM and FM in lower limbs in elderly.
Result: A relatively lower correlation coefficient (r2) of 0.964 and standard deviation (2SD) of 0.01 � 3.64%
were obtained for the prediction of FFM and FM by BIA with the BPeANN mathematical model, whereas
the linear regression analyzing model had an r2 value of 0.845 and 2SD of 0.12 � 7.68%, respectively. The
performance of the BPeANN mathematical model at BIA measurement was superior to that of the
current linear regression model.
Conclusion: In summary, the greater predictive accuracy and precision made the application of BIA with
the BPeANNmathematical model more feasible for the clinical measurement of FM and FFM in the lower
limbs of elderly people.
Copyright � 2012, Taiwan Society of Geriatric Emergency & Critical Care Medicine. Published by Elsevier

Taiwan LLC. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

It is well known that falling accidents often occur due to frailty
in the elderly. Sarcopenia in elderly is associated with functional
impairment during the aging process1. Sarcopenia was also defined
as a heighteadjusted appendicular muscle mass in older adults of
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less than two or more SD from that of the normal population2,3.
Monitoring of the occurrence of sarcopenia in the elderly is
important to reduce the incidence of falling and frailty in the
elderly.

Due to great effects of nutritional status on morbidity, mortality,
and prognosis, precise measurement of body composition in these
people should be regularly done in the clinic. Fatefree mass (FFM)
decreases with age in the elderly4,5, and the fat mass (FM)
augments with age5e7. In particular, this increase of FM and
decrease of FFM in the lower limbs, which results in loss of muscle
strength8, is a major contributing factor to falling accidents in
the elderly9. Precise measurement of body composition in elderly
people is important in regular clinical tests10. Present measurements,
such as dualeenergy Xeray absorptiometry (DXA), computed
cy & Critical Care Medicine. Published by Elsevier Taiwan LLC. All rights reserved.
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Table 1
Characteristics of the participants in the present study.

Male (n ¼ 22) Female (n ¼ 16)

Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range

Age (years) 61.15 (5.15) 55.4e71.0 60.25 (4.90) 55.1e69.2
Height (cm) 165.5 (6.3) 155.0e180.2 153.5 (6.1) 142.1e165.2
Weight (kg) 69.95 (6.98) 57.0e85.3 62.12 (8.84) 45.5e82.1
BMI (kg/m2) 25.18 (3.95) 19.92e35.28 26.42 (3.95) 20.94e36.49

BMI, body mass index.

Table 2
Body compositions as measurements by DXA.

Region and item Male (n ¼ 22) Female (n ¼ 16)

Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range

FFMLLeDxA (kg) 8.34 (0.79) 7.38e10.40 5.82 (0.71) 4.71e7.40
FFMRLeDxA (kg) 8.49 (0.87) 7.18e10.62 5.87 (0.65) 4.75e7.19
TissueLLeDxA (kg) 10.77 (1.21) 9.04e13.33 9.49 (0.99) 7.79e11.61
TissueRLeDxA (kg) 10.96 (1.33) 9.07e13.67 9.59 (1.02) 7.96e11.73
FMLLeDxA (%) 22.22 (5.13) 12.50e30.20 38.57 (5.50) 29.30e50.30
FMRLeDxA (%) 22.21 (5.13) 12.40e30.20 38.51 (5.57) 29.30e50.32

All the values were measured by DXA. FFMRLeDxA, FFM in the right-side leg;
FFMLLeDxA, FFM in the left-side leg; TissueRLeDxA, the tissue weight in right-side
leg; TissueLLeDxA, the tissue weight in both legs. FMRLeDxA,FM in the right-side
leg; FMLLeDxA, FM in the left-side leg.
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tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging, airedisplacement
plethysmography, underwater weighing, neutron activation anal-
ysis and dilutionmethods have many limitations when used for this
application11. For elderly people with a disability, noneinvasive,
simple, safe, quick and noneexpensive measurement of body
composition by bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) is appro-
priate and feasible during regularly clinical tests12,13.

Measurement of whole body FFM, FM and total body weight
(TBW) by measuring whole body BIA has been well studied and
applied; however, measurement of body compositions in every
single segmental BIA are needed more and more to meet the
requirements of clinical application14e19. Eightepolar BIA has been
used in multiple segmental body compositions when people are in
the standing position for assessment of athletes and in weight
control20e22; but use of this method has been limited to some
special cohorts rather than in elderly people23,24.

The present application of BIA for the estimation of body
composition is based on the use of 2eC, 3eC or 4eC models
combined with other parameters such as height, weight, age,
gender, and race within some specific cohorts to create linearly
predictive equations by linear regression analysis. The linearly
predictive equations that were created with these parameters
aimed to describe the relationship between independent variables
and dependent variables25. Application of linear regression analysis
on single independent variables and single dependant variables is
suitable; however, multiple parameters, especially when interac-
tions exist between the parameters, will result in errors in the
predictive equation. Besides the most popular method for outcome
prediction, artificial neural networks (ANNs)26e33, there are other
mathematical methods such as logistic regression34, disscriminant
analysis and recursive partitioning35. The ANN model has per-
formed well, with greater precision and accuracy in the prediction
of intercellular fluid and TBW in patients with chronic hemodialysis
than that of the linear regressionmodel36. Rarely, ANNmodels have
been used to predict body compositions such as FFM, FM and each
segmental tissue’s weight. Whether greater precision and accuracy
can be obtained by prediction of each segmental tissue’s weight
and other body compositions in elderly patients in a standing
position by use of BIA with ANN mathematical model is an inter-
esting issue.

The present study will focus on the development of the novel
mathematical model of Back Propagation Artificial Neural Network
(BPeANN) in BIA measurement. This is a modified BIA instrument
with automatically changeable models in the standing position,
designed to accurately predict the body compositions in the lower
limbs in elderly patients. Simultaneously, these parameters were
also measured by high resolution and low radiation DXA37,38. The
precision and accuracy of prediction of body composition by
BIA measurements with the BPeAAN mathematical model was
compared with that of the linear regression model.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

22 male and 16 female elderly patients, who were over 55 years
old and from the Taichung district of Taiwan, provided informed
formal consent in writing. These healthy elderly people, who had
no chronic diseases such as diabetes mellitus, cancer, nephrotic
syndrome, hypertension, hepatitiserelated diseases, chronic
pulmonary diseases, or artificial hearts with assist devices or any
artificial electrical implantation, were enrolled. Permission for the
study was given by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the
Advisory Committee at JeneAi Hospital in Taiwan. Participants
were not allowed to consume any alcoholic beverages within 48 h
and were not allowed administration of any diuretic drugs within 7
days before the experimental period. Participants were also not
allowed to urinate for the 30 minutes before and during the
experiment. Baseline data are shown in Table 1.

Standard electrodes for calibration of electricity impedance at
500 ohm were used to calibrate the instrument before and after
modification, according to the standard calibrating protocol offered
by Bodystat, Ltd. The data measured before and after modification
were analyzed by the Student’s t test. A p value < 0.05 was as
significant.

2.2. Bioimpedance measurement

The BIA instrument (QuadScan 4000; Bodystat, Ltd., Isle of Man,
UK), which has independent detecting electrodes and current
source electrodes in platform and handle grips, was modified by us
to enable switching from various arm sides to various leg sides.
After calibrating by resistance instrument with high resolution, we
confirmed that no other errors occurred in this modification. As
shown in Fig. 1, the participants easily stood at the platform
embedded with tetraepolar electrodes (E3, E4, E7 and E8) and
griped a handle embedded with bipolar electrodes (E1, E2, E5 and
E6) in the rightehand side to measure the BIA values by frequency
at 50 kHz and current at 400 mA. The E1, E3, E5 and E7 were defined
asmeasuring electrodes and E2, E4, E6 and E8 as current electrodes.
All electrodes were made of stainless steel with highly electric
conduction to form a current loop at 50 kHz and 400 mA. The
bioelectrical impedance value for the whole body was termed
ZWhole, right arm segment as ZRA, trunk segment as ZRT, left leg
segment as ZLL and right leg segment as ZRL11. The different loops
were formed by automatically switching program. For example, at
the loop between E2 and E4, we can obtain ZWhole values measured
between E1 and E3 and ZRL values between E3 and E7. At the loop
between E6 and E8, we can obtain ZLL values measured between E3
and E7.

2.3. Experimental procedures

Bodyweight was evaluated by a scale that is accurate to 0.1 kg
and body height by a ruler that is accurate to 0.5 cm when



Fig. 1. Measuring platform and bioelectric impedance measurement of the improved system. E1, E3, E5, and E7, current electrode; E2, E4, E6, and E8, measuring electrode; LAI, left
arm impedance; LLI, left leg impedance; RAI, right arm impedance; RLI, right leg impedance; TI, trunk impedance.
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participants are standing vertically. All of participants, who wore
cotton gowns without any metal attachments, were scanned by
wholeebody DXA (Lunar Prodigy, GE Corp, USA.) at 20 mGy for 20
min. Data from different segments were analyzed by the software
enCore 2003 version 7.0 to obtain the FFM in the righteside leg as
FFMRLeDxA, in the lefteside leg as FFMLLeDxA, and in both legs as
FFMlegeDxA; the tissue weight in the righteside leg as TissueRLeDxA,
in the lefteside leg as TissueLLeDxA, and in both legs as
TissuelegeDxA. The measurements were all performed by well
trained medical technologists with registered licenses in the
Department of Radiology, Dah Li County JeneAi Hospital, Taiwan.
Bone mineral density, total body fat and fatefree mass were esti-
mated. All of the BIA data in each segment are in Table 3.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed by SPSS.14.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
IL, USA). Data are shown as mean � SD. A confidence level of 5 %
(p <0.05) was set as significant. To assay the correlation of esti-
mated FFM values by the linear regression model or by the BIAwith
BPeANNmodel with DXA measurement, r2 correlation values from
Pearson analysis were calculated. The predictive FFM values in both
legs by the BIA with linear regression model (FFMlegelinear) or by
the BIA with BPeANN model (FFMlegeANN) were compared to
DXA measurement (FFM legeDxA). Also, the predictive FFM values
from the righteside leg by BIA with linear regression model
(FFMRLelinear), from the lefteside (FFMLLelinear) or righteside leg by
BIA with BPeANN model (FFMRLeANN), and from the lefteside leg
(FFMLLeANN ) were compared with the DXA measurements. We
defined TissuelegeANN ¼ TissueRLeANN or TissueLLeANN and
FFMlegeANN ¼ FFMRLeANN or FFMLLeANN.
Table 3
Bioelectrical impedance values measurements by BIA.

Region and item Male (n ¼ 22) Female (n ¼ 16)

Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range

ZLL (ohm) 230.2 (20.4) 193e264 243.6 (33.2) 182e301
ZRL (ohm) 227.8 (18.9) 187e258 248.6 (30.3) 192e308
ZWhole (ohm) 555.4 (40.2) 447e622 626.9 (58.7) 465e724

The ZLL (bioelectrical impedance values) were measured by current from E6 through
E8 and measuring from E3 through E7, The ZRL (bioelectrical impedance values)
were measured by current from E2 through E4 and measuring from E3 through E7,
Zwhole (bioelectrical impedances values) in whole body.
We constructed the FFM estimating system by BIA measure-
ment with the BPeANN mathematic model (Fig. 2), which is
composed of an input layer, hidden layer and output layer39. The
input layer input five pj (j ¼ 1e6) values, including age (y), height
(h), weight (m), sex (S), Zwhole, ZRL, and ZLL. The hidden layer con-
tained one to multiple neuron units as the combination of both of
W1

i,j (weight matrix) and b1i (bias vector). In other words, both
W1

i,j (weight matrix) and b1
i (bias vector) were input to calculate

and obtain the n1
i value, which was subsequently input into f1

(transfer function), by the LogeSigmoid function, to give the a1i. a1i
acted as the first hidden layer. The above can also be expressed as
the following equation:

a1i ¼ f1
�
W1

i;jpj þ b1
i

�
¼ f1ðn1

i Þ ¼ logsig
�
W1

i;jpj þ b1
i

�
(1)

logsig (n) ¼ 1
1þ e�n
Σ

Input (R1) Hidden layer (S1) Output layer(S2)

Z
leg

Σ

Fig. 2. The BP-ANN in the present study. The input layer (R1) contained six parameters
as weight (m), sex (s), age (y), height (h), bioelectrical impedances values in lower
limbs (Zleg) and bioelectrical impedances values in whole body (Zwhole). The hidden
layer (S1) contained six neuron units, f1 transfer functions for hidden layer and f2

transfer functions for output layer. The output layer contained two neuron units to
outcome the amount of tissue weight of lower limbs (Tissueleg) and the amount of the
FFM of leg (FFMleg).S, was the summation function.
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Fig. 3. The RMSE values of predictive tissue (kg) from linear regression equation and
BP-ANN corresponding to five subgroups in subjects. All of the subjects were divided
into five subgroups based on different ranges of tissues weight. A, Tissue� 9.0; B, 9.0 �
Tissue < 10.0; C, 10.0 � Tissue < 11.0 ; D, 11.0 � Tissue < 12.0 ;E, 12.0 < Tissue.

Table 4
the predictive body compositions by linear regression model and by BPeANN model.

Method Region and item Male (n ¼ 22) Female (n ¼ 16)

Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range

TissueRLelinear (kg) 10.87 (0.85) 9.45e12.50 9.54 (1.09) 6.77e11.72
Linear TissueLLelinear (kg) 10.86 (0.85) 9.41e12.50 9.55 (1.04) 6.91e11.36
Regression FFMRLelinear (kg) 8.42 (0.54) 7.64e9.53 5.85 (0.69) 4.06e6.77

FFMLLelinear (kg) 8.42 (0.54) 7.62e9.49 5.85 (0.68) 4.13e6.84
FMRLelinear (%) 22.34 (4.14) 16.29e31.86 38.62 (2.91) 32.15e43.73
FMLLelinear (%) 22.32 (4.17) 15.71e31.67 38.67 (2.76) 38.87e43.51
TissueRLeANN (kg) 10.90 (1.19) 9.01e13.44 9.55 (1.07) 7.59e11.90
TissueLeANN (kg) 10.83 (1.15) 9.01e13.44 9.53 (0.96) 7.93e11.73

BPeANN FFMRLeANN (kg) 8.41 (0.74) 7.53e10.29 5.90 (0.67) 4.66e7.03
FFMLLeANN (kg) 8.42 (0.74) 7.55e10.31 5.81 (0.65) 4.82e7.07
FMRLeANN (%) 22.54 (4.81) 13.14e30.76 38.03 (5.11) 29.28e49.08
FMLLeANN (%) 21.94 (4.94) 11.56e30.70 38.99 (4.31) 31.21e46.86

The predictive FFM values in both legs by BIA with the linear regression model. FFMRLelinear, FFM in the right-side leg; FFMLLelinear, FFM in the left-side leg; FMRLelinear, FM in the
right-side leg; FMLLelinear, FM in the left-side leg; TissueRLelinear, the tissueweight in the right-side leg; TissueLLelinear, the tissueweight the in left-side leg. Thepredictive FFMvalues
in both legs by BIAwith the Back Propagation Artificial Neural Network (BP-ANN) mathematical model. FFMRLeANN, FFM in the right side leg; FFMLLeANN, FFM in the left-side leg;
FMRLeANN, FM the in right-side leg; FMLLeANN, FM in the left-side leg; TissueRLeANN, the tissue weight in the right-side leg; TissueLLeANN, the tissue weight the in left-side leg.
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Scalars e small italic letters
Vectors e small bold nonitalic letters
Matrices e capital BOLD nonitalic letters
iethe series number of neuron
jethe numbers of input values (p1 ¼ m, p2 ¼ s, p3 ¼ y, p4 ¼ h,

p5 ¼ Zwhole, p6 ¼ZRL or ZLL)
The obtained values as a1 were connected to f2 (Linear transfer

function), which act as the output layer. We expressed the above as
the following equation:

a2 ¼ f2ðW2
i;1a

1
i þ b2

1Þ ¼ f2ðn2
1Þ ¼ purelinðW2

i;1a
1
i þ b2

1Þ (2)

purelin (n) ¼ a
The output layer with a single hidden layer in our BPeANN

mathematical model was expressed as the following equation:

a21 ¼ f2
�
W2

i;1f
1
�
W1

i;jpj þ b1
i

�
þ b2

1

�

¼ purelin
�
W2

i;1logsig
�
W1

i;jpj þ b1
i

�
þ b2

1

�
�
i ¼ 1 to 5; j ¼ 1 to 6

�
ð3Þ

All of the anthropometric values of height, weight, age, sex and
bioelectrical impedances acted as pj values in the input layer. They
were weighted for every one equation in the initial weight matrix
as W1

i,j, W2
i,1, randomly in the first training procedure, and

subsequently were added to initial values in bias vectors as b1
i , b2

1
to obtain the net input values. f1and f2, types of LogeSigmoid
function, act as transfer functions in the hidden layer and output
layer, respectively. These two neurons in the output layer can
calculate theweight of the lower limbs (Tissue legeANN) and the FFM
of the legs (FFM legeANN). As the training rule in the present work,
we set the maximum iteration as 1000 times with a minimum
gradient value of 10�6. All of the BPeANN algorithmswere coded by
Matlab Ver.7.0 (MathWorks, Inc. MA, USA). In our work, we adopted
the 2eCmodel to obtain the percentage of FM (FM%) by the amount
of total body weight and FFM in the lower limbs. The predictive
equations of tissue FM in the lower limbs (FMleg) were described by
the following equations (4):

FMleg�DXA% ¼
�
Tissueleg�DXA

� FFMleg�DXA

�.
Tissueleg�DXA�100% (4a)

FMleg�ANN% ¼
�
Tissueleg�ANN

� FFMleg�ANN

�.
Tissueleg�ANN�100% (4b)
FMleg�linear% ¼ Tissueleg�linear
�

� FFMleg�linear

�.
Tissueleg�linear�100% (4c)

3. Results

From the independent variables of height, weight, age, sex and
bioelectrical impedances (Table 1 and Table 3) and the dependent
variables of FFM values measured by DXA (Table 2), we obtained
linear equations, including the relationships between FFMlegelinear
or tissue weights and FFMlegeDxA by following equations (5)
and (6), by statistic regression analysis (Table 4). The r2, SD and
rootemeanesquare deviation (RMSE) were used as the as corre-
lation coefficient, standard deviation and root mean squared error,
respectively. The predictive FFM of legs (FFMlegelinear) was obtained
by following linear regression equation (5):

FFMleg�linear

�
kg

�
¼ �4:497� 0:023 yþ 0:090 hþ 0:013 m

þ1:083 s� 0:009 Zleg � 0:001 Zwhole�
We defined FFMleg�linear ¼ FFMRL�linear or FFMLL�linear

and Zleg ¼ ZRL or ZLL
�

�
R2 ¼ 0:895; SD ¼ 0:502 kg; RMSE ¼ 0:229 kg

�
(5)



Table 5
Correlations between body compositions measurements by DXA and bioelectrical impedance values measurements by BIA.

ZWhole ZRL ZLL FFMWhole-DXA FFMRL-DXA FFMLL-DXA TissueRL-DXA TissueLL-DXA

ZWhole 1.00
ZRL 0.84
ZLL 0.87 0.95 1.00
FFMWhole-DXA -0.69 -0.53 -0.51 1.00
FFMRL-DXA -0.58 -0.44 -0.40 0.94 1.00
FFMLL-DXA -0.57 -0.43 -0.41 0.94 0.99 1.00
TissueRL-DXA -0.47 -0.52 -0.46 0.69 0.77 0.74 1.00
TissueLL-DXA -0.44 -0.51 -0.48 0.69 0.75 0.76 0.97 1.00

The ZLL (bioelectrical impedance values) were measured by current from E6 through E8 and measuring from E3 through E7, The ZRL (bioelectrical impedance values) were
measured by current from E2 through E4 and measuring from E3 through E7, Zwhole (bioelectrical impedances values) in whole body. All the values were measured by DXA.
FFMWhole–DXA, FFM in whole body; FFMRL–DXA, FFM in the right-side leg; FFMLL–DXA, FFM in the left-side leg; TissueRL–DXA, the tissue weight in the right-side leg; TissueLL–DXA,
the tissue weight in both legs.
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The predictive Tissuelegelinear was obtained by following linear
regression equation (6):

Tissueleg�linear

�
kg

�
¼ �6:960þ 0:013 yþ 0:071 hþ 0:078 m

�0:028 s� 0:020 Zleg � 0:008 Zwhole�
We defined Tissueleg�linear ¼ TissueRL�linear or TissueLL�linear

and Zleg ¼ ZRL or ZLL:
�

�
R2 ¼ 0:739; SD ¼ 0:705 kg; RMSE ¼ 0:452 kg

�
(6)

h: height (Meter)
m: weight (Kilogram)
y: age (Years)
Zwhole, Zleg : bioelectrical impedances values in whole body
(Zwhole ) and in lower limbs (Zleg) (Ohm)
S: sex (1: male, 0: female)
FFM: Free fat mass (kilogram)
Tissue: Tissue weight (kilogram)

In our BPeANN mathematically predictive model, which con-
tained single hidden layer with six neurons and two output layers,
by a training procedure to get the optimal weight values and bias
vectors, it was possible to measure FFM legeANN and tissue weight in
the lower limbs of elderly participants. To observe whether the
deviation of errors exist in various distributions, we compared the
RMSE of FFMlegelinear vs FFMlegeDxA and of FFMlegeANN vs FFMlegeDxA
in each of the five distributions by tissue weight at the first (Fig. 3).
In other words, given that the relationships between FFMlegelinear
and FFMlegeDxA are real linear regression relationships, little or no
deviation of errors exist in various distributions. The five distribu-
tions were as follows: A: Tissue <9.0 kg (N ¼ 9), B: 9.0 kg � Tissue
mean - 2 SD. : 0.56 Kg 
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Fig. 4. The distribution of errors in predictive tissue weights of FFM legeANN vs FFM legeDxA (F
FFM legeANN in right side (also as FFMRLeANN) were symbolized as B and in left (also as FFML

(also as FFMLLelinear ) as :.
< 10.0 kg (N ¼ 28), C: 10.0 kg� Tissue < 11.0 kg (N ¼ 18), D: 11.0 kg
� Tissue<12.0 kg (N ¼ 11) and E: 12.0 � Tissue (N ¼ 10).

The RMSE of FFM legelinear vs FFM legeDxA and of FFM legeANN vs
FFM legeDxA in each separated five distributions by tissue weight
were 0.930 kg, 0.423 kg, 0.117 kg, 0.327 kg and 0.686 kg in the linear
regression predictive models, and 0.100 kg, 0.103 kg, 0.069 kg,
0.162 kg and 0.073 kg in the BPeANN predictive models, respec-
tively. The RMSE of FFM legeANN vs. FFM legeDxA exhibitedmuch lower
levels. At the second, to show that deviation of errors exist in
predictive tissue weights of FFM, we compared the Bland eAltman
Plot of predictive tissue weights of FFM legeANN vs. FFM legeDxA
(Fig. 4A) with that of FFM legelinear vs. FFM legeDxA (Fig. 4B). The
greater distributing range of deviations in FFM legelinear vs
FFM legeDxA than in FFM legeANN vs FFM legeDxA (2 SD¼0.56 kg than 2
SD ¼ 0.96 kg) were obtained. The deviation of errors in predictive
tissueweights in the lower limbs by linear regression comparedwith
by BPeANNwere also observed in the samewayasmentioned above
(Fig. 5) (2 SD¼ 0.63 kg than 2 SD¼ 1.35 kg). The deviation of errors in
predictive tissue fat in the lower limbs by linear regression
compared with by BPeANN were also observed in the same way as
mentioned above (Fig. 6) (mean ¼ 0.01%, 2 SD ¼ 3.64% than
mean ¼ 0.12%, 2 SD ¼ 7.68%). The lower deviation of errors in
predictive tissue fat and in the lower limbs of FFM legeANN vs
FFM legeDxA exhibitedmuch lower levels. To compare the correlation
of FFM legeANN vs FFM legeDxA and that of FFM legelinear vs FFM legeDxA,
the relationships of the predictive Tissue value by the linear
regressionmodel and by the BPeANNmodel vs themeasured Tissue
values by DXA are shown in Fig. 7. Relative correlation existed
greater by the BPeANN model (R2 ¼ 0.962) than by the linear
regression model (r2 ¼ 0.846). The correlations between BIA values,
which include ZW, ZLL and ZRL, and measured DXA values, which
include FFMRLeDxA, FFMLLeDxA and FFMlegeDxA, are shown in Table 5.
The correlations between Zwhole and ZRL, ZLL, FFMRLeDxA, FFMLLeDxA,
TissueRLeDxA and TissueLLeDxA were 0.84, 0.87, e0.58, e0.57, e0.47
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Fig. 5. The distribution of errors in predictive tissue weight of lower limbs (TissuelegeANN) vs TissuelegeDxA (Fig. 5A) and that of Tissuelegelinear vs TissuelegeDxA (Fig. 5B). The predictive
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ande0.44, respectively. Therewere lowcorrelations between Zwhole,
ZRL, ZLL, TissueRLeDxA and TissueLLeDxA and each other, except for ZRL
vs ZLL, TissueRLeDxA vs TissueLLeDxA and FFMRLeDxA vs FFMLLeDxA.

4. Discussion

The novel BPeANN mathematically predictive model of BIA
measurement of body composition in the lower limbs of elderly
participants in a standing position was successfully developed and
performed well, especially when compared with that of the tradi-
tional linear regression. We tried to compare the r value, r2 value, 2
SD and RMSE to elucidate whether both the precision and accuracy
of the BPeANN mathematically predictive model in BIA measure-
ment of body compositions in the lower limbs of elderly partici-
pants are greater than that of traditional linear regression.
Compared with the differences of FFM legeANN vs FFM legeDxA to
FFM legelinear vs FFM legeDxA, the lower 2 SD in FFM legeANN vs
FFM legeDxA shows that the BPeANN mathematically predictive
model exhibited greater precision and accuracy in prediction of
FFM. Notably, these data were much lower than that reported by
from Jaffrin18 and Bracco14,15. Similarly, we compared the differ-
ences in tissue weight in the lower limbs from ANN vs DXA and
from linear vs DXA; the lower 2 SD in ANN vs DXA also indicated
greater performance of the BPeANN mathematically predictive
model. In other words, the much wilder distributing range of
deviations in each predictive FFM value by linear vs DXA than by
ANN vs DXA also shows that the FFM predictive model is not
suitable to the linear regression model; accordingly, the issues
about development of nonelinear predictive models and/or other
more flexibly changeable mathematic ones to describe the rela-
tionships among the body compositions (fat free mass) and other
multiple parameters require much more attention to improve
predictive accuracy. From the obtained tissue weights in lower
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Fig. 6. The distribution of errors in predictive tissue fat mass of lower limbs (FMlegeANN) vs
weights of FMlegeANN in right side (also as FMRLeANN) were symbolized as B and in left (also
left (also as FMLLelinear )as :.
limbs (Tissueleg) and FFMleg by ANN or by the linear equation, we
could calculate the tissue fat in lower limbs (TFMlegeANN %) or
(TFMlegelinear %). Also, greater performance of the BPeANN math-
ematically predictive model was observed. With such multiple
dependent and/or independent variables, including height, age,
weight, sex and bioelectrical impedances, in the development of
the predictive model, we assumed that the system should be
complex rather than a simple linear regression model. The lower
correlations between Zwhole, ZLL, FFMLLeDxA and TissueLLeDxA and
each other indicated that it is not feasible to adopt the linear equa-
tion for prediction of body composition. By the use of totally
different weight coefficients in every variable in our predictive
equations such as equations (5) and (6), again, we can also assume
that it is not linear regression. The relationships between body
composition and weight, height and age as a nonelinear model has
been reported40. In fact, the ANN, because the multiple programs
compute bymimickingmultiple inputswith nonelinear interactions
between each other at high speed, was essentially created to
calculate the complex model41. As mentioned above, the lower
correlations between Zwhole, ZLL, FFMLL and TissueLL and each other
shows the greater performance in prediction by ANN in our study.
Besides, the most optimal weight matrix and bias vector were
acquired after a serial learning procedure. Given that the predictive
model fits with the linear regression model, the five separated
distributions by tissueweight should exhibit similarly lower RMSE in
each distribution. In fact, there were totally different RMSE in each
distribution when we analyzed by the linear model. In contrast, the
much lower RMSEwith a similar amount in each distribution existed
when we analyzed by the ANN model. Notably, the RMSE in five
distributions were almost the same by the ANN model. The RMSE
provides an index of the extent of predictive accuracy; consequently,
the ANN model was a successful model. To prevent from the
occurrence of overefitting at hyper hidden layers and neurons with
fat for DXA (%)
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hypo inputs, we employed single hidden layer and six neurons as
well as Bayesian regularization to operate training procedures42.
There aremany papers about the application of BIA in the prediction
of lean tissue mass21, FFM18,19 and total body water43, however are
predicted by themathematical linearmodel. Collectively, we tried to
compare the variations of predictive FFM of the lower limbs of
elderly participants by BIA measurement with the BPeANN math-
ematical models andwith linear regressionmodels. The results have
shown the superior outcomes with the BPeANN model and have
pointed out the successful applicability in prediction of FFM of the
lower limbs of elderly participants.
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